Investing in an NFT in combination with a project or business
Whereas NFT's are typically acquired as a tradable asset in and of itself, another strategy is
using an NFT as a hedge. In this case the NFT is exclusively associated with a (non-crypto,
startup) business or project. The NTF is offered in a package deal with a share in the
company. This could entail a proverbial "two for the price of one" in any way that is agreed.
The mutual benefits are evident: the investor looks at 2 value propositions spreading the
risk, and as a result the seller or entrepreneur can, in principle, attract more funding more
easily.
The sellers' prime interest is their company or project itself. The strategy is to introduce the
NFT as a profit base as well as a hedge especially during a startup phase. This way the
investor benefits from a booming marketplace in various ways without their shares being
diluted.
Investing in the Rainbow Weaver project means an investment in fascinating next
generation science with a lot of spin-off potential. The basic principles which especially
relate to the RW Art Installation - it demonstrates how perception works in the brain at a
fundamental level - are covered in the concept video itself, but there is much more. As a
trans-disciplinary, so called “STEM” research project, the potential applications range from
physics, to life sciences, to educational policy and curriculum. As a study in geometry, it
could be seen as an extension of the work of Buckminster Fuller, applied to fields like biophysics and neuroscience. The new paradigm closely adheres to, but reaches beyond the
equations of modern physics, providing a bridge to a wealth of possibilities hidden in the
fabric of nature.
The Rainbow Weaver Art Installation will be developed using state of the art design and
production methods, featuring high quality materials and finish appealing to critical, highprofile buyers. The plan is to manufacture a limited, customized series aiming for placement
at international, eye catching top locations. Smaller size production models or models with
additional features can be licensed out.

If you are an investor interested in facilitating a Science & Art project startup, want it to
succeed and be part of an exciting adventure, while benefitting from a fast expanding NFT
market, visit the auction of the “Rainbow Weaver Art & Science project, Original Concept
Video” at OpenSea.io and the website: http://science.trigunamedia.com/rainbow-weaver/.

TGMResearch is an applied research company with a rich track record in state of the art ECG
/ EEG applications and related research. Currently TGMResearch is closely involved in a
public / private, internationally oriented educational program. For further information or
discussing an investment plan please contact frank@trigunamedia.com.

